Dear PTC Members, PTC’23 Participants, Sponsors, and Exhibitors:

Aloha and welcome back to Hawaii!

With the industry now back in full swing, what better way to kick off the year than catching up with friends and colleagues from across the globe at the Hilton Hawaiian Village® in Honolulu.

It’s an exciting time for PTC for a variety of reasons. First, we are set to hold the biggest event in our 45-year history in terms of attendance judging by preregistrations, and second, we also have a new CEO, Mr. Brian Moon. Brian brings to PTC a wealth of experience and enthusiasm, so please look out for him and introduce yourself. Brian is eager to understand what we can do to make sure your PTC experience is as rewarding for you as possible.

It’s time to reconnect and use PTC’23 to set the stage for the remainder of the year. PTC is proud to be the cornerstone of such an important activity and play a small part in everyone’s success in the year ahead. So, get ready for interesting, informative, and thought-provoking sessions, make new connections and reaffirm old ones at the various events throughout the conference, and set yourself up for a successful 2023.

Finally, please enjoy and share the aloha spirit that is ever-present at PTC’s Annual Conference and be sure to capitalize on the opportunities that PTC’23 brings your way.

Mahalo,

Sean Bergin

President & Chair, Board of Governors
Pacific Telecommunications Council